
TO THE READER
This  work  will  prove  to  be  of  interest  and

reward to the layperson and the scholar.  If you are
a  casual  reader,  just  avoid  the  footnotes  and
comparison pages.  Reading only the body of the
text,  you  will  encounter  some  very  interesting
material—an adventure that will literally take you
out of this world and into the new one to come.

If, on the other hand, you are a professor, keep
your eyes on the footnotes  and references.  You
will  find  that  you,  too,  are  swept  off  your feet.
The footnotes and comparisons will certainly not
allow you to become bored, as my many professor
friends have told me.  I  sincerely hope you find
this  work interesting  enough  to  live  up  to  their
enthusiasm.1

Philip Moore

1Keep your eyes open for  The End of History—Messiah Conspiracy,
Volume II, Essays, which will be available in late 1996.  Our Volume II
takes a closer look at particular topics of interest from Volume I  !  An
abridged version of our Volume I will also be available in late 1996.  In
addition,  we offer  two  video  cassettes:  one  featuring a  tour  of  the
Garden Tomb in Israel; and another featuring a tour of a kibbutz and
the testimony of an Israeli believer in Jesus who tells how she came to
believe.  For further information, please contact us directly.  Fax: (404)
816-9994,  Tel:  (800)  RAMS-HEAD  (800-726-7432),  or  E-Mail:
pmoore000@aol.com.   You  may also  order  The  End  of  History—
Messiah  Conspiracy  through your local  bookstore  and amazon.com.
“Then Abraham raised his eyes and looked, and behold, behind him a
ram caught in the thicket by his horns; and Abraham went and took the
ram, and offered him up for a burnt offering in the place of his son.
And Abraham called the name of that place The LORD Will Provide, as
it  is said to this day, ‘In the mount of the LORD it will be provided’
” (Genesis 22:13-14 NASB).  


